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Effect of Item Selection on Item Exposure Rates

Within a Computerized Classification Test

The purpose of many certification or licensure tests is to identify candidates who

possess some level of minimum competency to safely practice their profession. These tests

are similar to educational criterion-referenced or mastery tests in which examinees either pass

the test and are classified as masters, or fail and are classified as nonmasters. In general we

refer to this type of testing as classification testing; when the test is administered via

computer so that test items are selected and administered according to some algorithm, the

test is called a computerized classification test or CCT.

There are several approaches that can be used to implement a CCT. Many of these

either suggest or require the test items making up the CCT item pool be calibrated and scaled

on an IRT metric. Once calibrated and scaled, the items can be selected for possible

administration either at an estimate of the candidate's current ability using responses to

previously administered test items, or at the point on the latent scale which corresponds to the

examination's passing score or decision threshold. For some CCTs, there may be more than

one decision point. However, for the purposes of this paper, we will only address a single

passing criterion.

Items are selected for possible administration based on one or more item

characteristics, which usually can be distinguished or classified as either psychometric or

content-based. A popular psychometric criterion, for example, is Fisher's information, and

the selection criterion is the point on the latent scale where the item's information is
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maximized (0.). Content-based characteristics usually refer to an item's test blueprint

category or domain, where the test blueprint normally dictates what percentage of the items

must come from each of the blueprint's domains.

Previous research has shown that if the primary purpose of the CCT is to make a

single classification decision, the item's psychometric criterion should be the maximum

information at the passing score. This decision ensures that the test will provide the most

power and yield the least classification error (Reckase & Spray, 1994). The major

implication of this finding is that a testing program's ideal CCT item pool would consist of

items that tended to measure the best (i.e., had their maximum information values, at the

latent equivalent of the passing score, Op.

Unfortunately, most item pools from certification programs do not conform to this

ideal. It has been our experience that many voluntary certification pools contain items that, in

general, follow the shape of the distribution of the examinee population. In other words, a

graph of each item's maximum information value plotted as a function of 0 reveals more

items clustering at or near the center of the examinee latent distribution with fewer items

measuring best in the tails of the distribution. To the certification program's advantage, the

center of the latent distribution tends to be in proximity to the passing score. In fact it is

usually slightly greater than this threshold value, so that the percentage of examinees who

typically pass such tests is between 50% and 80%. However, items that measure best in the

tails of the distribution tend to be ignored during item selection at the passing score, thus,

rarely being administered to any examinee. When periodic item-administration summaries are

developed throughout a testing cycle, it becomes the psychometric staff's duty to report that
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these items, usually of extremely high or low difficulty, have not been administered and are

therefore of no value in the CCT.

When we are designing a CCT program for a certification agency, we consider many

factors. Although we prefer to concentrate on the statistical and psychometric properties of a

particular testing paradigm (i.e., those that will yield optimal testing decisions), we also have

to consider political choices, such as those raised by certification directors, members of

governing boards, exam panel members, and so forth. One of these latter concerns is the

failure of the CCT algorithm to utilize very difficult or very easy items. The question that we

are typically asked in these circumstance is "If you selected items at the ability levels of the

examinees rather than at the passing score, wouldn't you use more of the item pool more

efficiently and, thus also favorably impact item exposure rates?" In short, "Wouldn't this

process improve the item exposure rates by spreading around the exposure of more items to

more examinees?"

Therefore, the purpose of the current study was to investigate the effect of item

selection on item exposure rates. We hypothesized that there would be significant differences

in item exposure rates for the extreme items in the pool (i.e., those that measured best at high

and low values of 0), but that the overall impact of these differences would be negligible.

There are several methods available to score and terminate a CCT. Normally , ACT

uses a procedure called the Sequential Probability Ratio Test or SPRT procedure which has

been described previously (Reckase, 1983; Spray & Reckase, 1987; Spray & Reckase, 1996).

Another popular method of determining classification status is the direct estimation of an

examinee's latent ability from the item responses within a sequential testing framework and
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the comparison of that estimate, 9, in some fashion to the latent passing score, Op (e.g. Owen's

sequential Bayes (Owen, 1975) procedure or more accurately, restricted Bayesian updating).

Spray and Reckase (1996) compared the SPRT and Owen procedures directly and determined

that, for a test that was unconstrained by either length or content categories, SPRT yielded a

more powerful test of a single decision than the sequential Bayes procedure when items were

selected to maximize information at 9,. Although it is possible to compare the two

procedures directly, as was done in the Spray and Reckase paper, it is not a simple task.

Therefore, for the present study, the only method used to score and terminate the CCTs was

the sequential Bayes procedure, so that only the location of item selection was manipulated

(i.e., either at Op or 0 ). This ensured that the results would solely be influenced by the item-

selection site and not by the method of scoring or termination.

Study Description

A simulation study was designed using an actual item pool of 1235 items. All items

within the pool had been previously calibrated from item responses collected on paper/pencil

administrations using the computer program Bilog and a 3-PL model. All items were scaled

to a base form using the procedure described in Stocking and Lord (1983). Each paper/pencil

form of the examination had been administered on two occasions to two separate groups of

examinees. Analysis from the scaling procedure revealed that the two groups were distinctly

different on their latent ability distributions. The more able group performed at a mean 0

level of 0 (cY = 1), while the less able group had a mean 0 = -.5 (c = .9).

To simulate the latent distribution of examinees, a mixed normal density function was
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used for all simulations. The mixed normal density function was f(0) = ag,(0) + (1-a)g2(0),

where the mixing proportion, a, was equal to .70, representing the proportion of examinees in

the total sample who were more able. A mixed normal density resulted in an overall latent

distribution that was slightly positively skewed (see Figure 1) with a mean equal to -.15 and

variance, .9945.

Five content domains had been defined from the blueprint. The five domains required

items to be administered according to a content distribution of .15, .40, .05, .20, and .20. The

items in the pool had a mean expected P-value of .70, and the distribution of expected

P-values was negatively skewed (see Figure 2). The passing score for this examination had

been previously established, as 67% correct which corresponded to a latent passing score,

Op = -.69. A graph of each item's maximum information as a function of 0 shows the typical

pattern that we described earlier (see Figure 3). The items tended to measure best at the

center of the distribution and near the passing score, a pattern which repeated itself for each

of the five content domains. However, the term best was a relative one. Most items had

fairly low information, even those items that were ranked highest on information.

Test length was variable but minimum and maximum test lengths were arbitrarily set

at 80 items and 120 items respectively I. Five thousand examinees were randomly selected

from the mixed normal distribution, f(0), to take the simulated CCT. The same examinees

took each type of CCT, designated as either CCT(Op) or CCT(0), depending on where the

items were selected.

'The original paper/pencil version of the examination was 240 items in length.
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Classification decisions were made for an examinee either by normal test termination

or by forced classification. Normal termination occurred whenever the (1-.05) credibility

interval, centered at 8, was either greater than or less than Op. A forced classification had to

be made if an examinee's test had not terminated after being administered the 120th item.

Forced classification was made by evaluating the most recent update of the examinee's

estimated ability against the value of Op = -.69.

Conditional item exposure parameters were established using the Sympson-Hetter

procedure (Sympson & Hetter, 1985). This procedure adjusts the exposure rate based on the

rate at which items are selected by employing the item selection criteria employed in the

computer simulation. The exposure control set for each item is designed to administer items

such that the observed exposure rate is close to the target exposure rate. The target exposure

rate (TER) of any item was set at either .20 or .10. Content constraints were controlled using

a modified penalty function technique described by Swanson and Stocking (1993).

Results

Our normal interest for CCT simulations is in outcome variables such as passing rates,

false positive and false negative classification rates, average test length, and so on. However,

in this study, our main focus was on item exposure rates, rather than the usual variables of

interest. The observed item exposure rates under the two target exposure rate (TER)

conditions are described below.
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TER = .20

When TER was set at .20, only 583 of the 1235 items (or 47.2%) were administered

to any of the 5,000 simulated examinees under CCT(0 ), while only 505 items (40.9%) were

used for CCT(0). The average exposure rate for all items in the pool under CCT(0 ) was

.0749 and under CCT(Op) was .0753.

To observe which items differed, in terms of exposure under the two item selection

methods, we plotted the difference between individual item exposure rates and °max. Figure 4

illustrates these differences clearly, and they were not all that surprising. Under CCT(0 ), 64

items had item exposure rates greater than .05 from those that they had under CCT(Op).

Conversely, under CCT(0), 79 items had item exposures rates greater than .05 from those

under CCT(0 ). Although not equal, the numbers tended to cancel each other out and, in the

end, the overall exposure rates were about the same under each condition.

A similar graph of item exposure rate differences as a function of expected P-value

appears in Figure 5. Although conveying the same message, this graph illustrates the item

exposure picture through the eyes of the certification client who tends to understand an item's

unconditional or overall difficulty better than an item's maximum information. It is this

graph that the client would use to argue the selection of items at individual estimates of

ability, because they would assume that by using more difficult items, other items would be

exposed less often. This graph would show that, although this is true, other items at the

easier end of the difficulty scale will be administered more frequently under CCT(0) and

these will tend to cancel each other out, resulting in about the same item exposure rates for
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items in the pool.

TER = .10

When TER was set at .10, 1018 of the 1235 items (or 82.4%) were administered to

any of the 5,000 simulated examinees under CCT(0 ), while 997 items (80.7%) were used for

CCT(0). The average exposure rate for all items in the pool under CCT(6) was .0777 and

under CCT(Op) was .0782. Once again, we plotted the difference between individual item

exposure rates for CCT(0) and CCT(0 ) as a function of O. (see Figure 6). Under CCT(0 ),

only 28 items had item exposure rates greater than .05 from those that they had under

CCT(Op), while only 36 had item exposures rates greater than .05 from those under CCT( 0).

Once again, the numbers tended to cancel each other out which resulted in similar overall

exposure rates. The plot of exposure rate differences as a function of expected P-value

showed that very difficult items were rarely administered under CCT(Op), but easy items were

administered at about the same frequency under both methods of item selection.

Other Outcome Results

Both methods of item selection produced about the same degree of classification

accuracy. Table 1 shows the results under the TER = .20 condition, while Table 2 gives

comparable results for TER = .10. Thus, both item selection algorithms appeared to produce

tests of equal accuracy for about the same test length, and content constraints were met fairly

well under each method. Performance of the CCTs, in terms of classification accuracy,

declined slightly for TER = .10 as opposed to TER = .20, which is expected whenever we are

forced to use more items with less information.
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We would expect an improvement in classification accuracy with a pool of items that

had a greater amount of information at the passing score than the current pool exhibited. In

that case, the increased information at Op might yield better decisions than an equal number of

high information items that measured best in the tails of the latent distribution. These

examinees would tend to be classified correctly because they are so far above (or below) the

passing score, and the use of highly precise items in these regions of the latent distribution

would appear to be ineffective, regardless of the method of item selection.

As this study has illustrated, we would not make an argument for item selection based

on improved test security. Now that we know there is little impact on item exposure rates

when items are selected at Op as opposed to 8, we would prefer to use the SPRT procedure for

this item pool. The SPRT requires items to be selected at Op and should produce a CCT that

is at least as accurate, and possibly more so, than the sequential Bayes methods.
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Figure 5 - Item Exposure Rate Differences ( t9- Op
by Expected P-Value (TER = .20)
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Figure 7 - Item Exposure Rate Differences ( ti - 0 )
Pby Expected P-Value (TER =.10)
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